ABSTRACT
This study focuses on the development of prospective computer engineers’ conceptions about the design of educational software. More specifically, we investigate how the experiences of such engineers in the design, implementation and evaluation of educational software helped them to enhance their knowledge. These engineers were involved in constructing educational software dealing with concepts of Computer Science by also taking into account theoretical educational considerations regarding constructivism and social views about knowledge construction. The analysis of the data shows that prospective computer engineers frequently start by considering the design of educational software as an “easy” or “soft” task. This attitude is typically based both on these engineers’ expertise regarding software design as well as the specific subject matter. Despite these initial perceptions, they have difficulties interpreting the theoretical educational framework in design specifications. Communication between the members of each design team and between the members of all the teams as well as the reflection on the early versions of the software were significant factors that helped these engineers improve the quality of software specifications. Finally, the evaluation process helped these engineers to realize that the learners’ demands are crucial in the design of educational software. They also realized that in contrast to the general principle of software design that ‘customers’ specifications must not be violated’, these specifications were frequently ignored in the case of educational software where learners are viewed (by the engineers) as possessing the knowledge of the designer.
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INTRODUCTION
Open problem solving computer environments (OPSCE) can play a crucial role in pupils’ thinking, encouraging them to express their knowledge as well as to explore the knowledge of others [26], [23], [25]. Pupils can also express their inter- and intra-individual learning differences by selecting among the provided tools the ones that are most appropriate for their cognitive development [22]. Apart from all the facts mentioned above, the design of OPSCE is not an easy task. Designers of OPSCE are inspired by constructivist and social views of learning [26], [9], [25], [12]. Interdisciplinary groups have to be formed to perform this design consisting of educational specialists, computer professionals as well as experts of the specific learning subject matter.

Constructivist design emphasizes learning as an active subjective and constructive activity. Moreover, social considerations of knowledge, stress the role of computer tools as cognitive tools in the learning process [30], [24], [15]. The role of complex, authentic real life activities is also acknowledged in motivating pupils in their learning process [14], [10], [20]. Computers are an exceptional and excellent medium for constructivist learning [25], [15], [1]. More specifically, computers are the only medium that can be expressive, giving pupils the challenge of intrinsic and visual feedback of their actions, helping them to take control of their learning. Computers also provide pupils with the opportunity to
construct and to explore diverse and linked representations of a concept, which allows them to have both different cognitive starting-points and destinations. Computational objects can act as ‘transitional’ objects between the natural objects of the real world and the abstract world [25]. By experimenting with computational objects, pupils can smoothly surpass the gap between the concrete and the abstract. The above render evident the value of OPSCE.

A number of well known examples of such environments have been reported e.g. Cabri-Geometry II for the learning of concepts of Geometry, Interactive Physics for the learning of concepts of Science, the programming language Logo for the learning of concepts both of Geometry and of programming. A number of problem solving environments regarding the learning of Computer Science and Engineering concepts by higher education students is also reported. Despite this fact, OPSCE for the learning of Computer Science Education concepts by secondary or primary level education pupils are rarely encountered.

In today’s digital world, Computer Science concepts are appreciated because they are essential in the curricula of both secondary and primary levels of education [2], [3], [5]. Computer Science concepts are part of the education of all secondary level pupils in Greece while more emphasis is put on dedicated concepts in specific classes preparing pupils to acquire specific skills regarding computers. There are also some important attempts being developed regarding the use of the computer as a cognitive tool in learning concepts of all scientific disciplines. Therefore, computer engineers can play a crucial role in K-12 education, both as teachers of Computer Science concepts, as well as users, designers, developers and evaluators of OPSCE. The need to prepare these engineers to play this significant role is obvious.

In this study a constructivist learning environment has been designed to present prospective computer engineers (PCE) with opportunities to actively learn how to design and evaluate constructivist OPSCE. In this environment PCE are put in the position of designers of a learning environment. This environment is presented in the following section of the paper. Despite the fact that a number of such environments have been reported, these are not specifically designed to educate PCE. In the next section of this paper, the progress of these engineers through the use, the design, the implementation and the evaluation of the educational software they produced in this constructivist framework is also presented. Finally, the effects of the designed environment on prospective computer engineers’ knowledge regarding the design of educational software are discussed. Conclusions are also presented.

THE RATIONALE OF THE CONSTRUCTIVIST LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Constructivism emphasizes learning as an active subjective and constructive activity placed within a rich and meaningful context for the learners [29]. Examples of such contexts include project-based authentic tasks with real-world relevance [7]. Project-based learning encourages learners to set their own learning goals and to be responsible for their learning. Learners also have the opportunity to be cognitively involved and use their higher-order thinking skills in project-based learning settings. These skills can be developed as a result of social interaction between both the members of each learning group as well as the members of the entire class including the teacher. Typically, project-based learning has five characteristics: a) centrality, b) a driving question, c) authenticity, d) constructive investigation and e) student autonomy [28]. The project is central to the learning environment and the driving question compels students to learn about the essential concepts of the learning subject. The driving question usually requires students to be involved in authentic real-life tasks as well as to play authentic roles. In facing these tasks students are engaged in problem solving processes, including: investigations, decision-making, design, implementation, reflection and hypothesis testing. Throughout these processes, students are inspired to construct their own knowledge as well as to become autonomous for their decisions and to take control over their learning. Moreover, successful engineers have to be experts in project-based work aiming at the solution of real problems as well as in group collaboration [4], [16].
Engaging prospective engineers in the design of OPSCE is a type of project based learning. Learners are encouraged to develop many higher-order thinking skills when they become involved in projects regarding the design of educational software. A number of major thinking skills have been identified and are required for a designer. These skills have been placed in five categories: a) project management, b) research, c) organization and representation, d) presentation and e) reflection [8]. A number of studies have already well documented the promising results of engaging learners in the role of designer. Students developed problem-finding skills and improved their knowledge for fractions and Logo programming in their attempts to design educational software for the learning of the concept of fractions using Logo language [17]. Students also reached a high level of reflection beyond the traditional school thinking while they tried to design games using Logo language [18]. In addition, students acquired some design skills such as mental effort and involvement, interest, planning, collaboration and individualization through the design of hypermedia projects [27], [24].

THE CONTEXT OF THE STUDY

This study aims to illuminate how a constructivist learning environment that puts prospective computer engineers’ in a designer’s position, affected their knowledge of the design of educational software. This environment was designed for PCE and is offered to them as an elective course on their typical curriculum at the department of Computer Engineering and Informatics, University of Patras, Greece. This innovative, two semester course is named ‘Educational Technology & Computer Science Education’. Each semester is lasts for at least 12 weeks, while the course consists of 2 lecture hours per week. The aim of this course is to help PCE to design appropriate OPSCE for the learning of specific computer science concepts for secondary and primary levels education pupils.

This study took place during two semesters (the spring and the fall) of 2001. Fifteen prospective engineers participated in the course mentioned above. The researcher participated as a teacher of this course working closely with these PCE throughout the experiment.

THE CONSTRUCTIVIST LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Unlike a traditional teacher-telling classroom, this class exploited PCE previous knowledge about learning and teaching as well as about the design and evaluation of educational software. More specifically a main topic was presented as a driving question to be answered in each class. Then, prospective engineers worked in groups to express their own knowledge regarding each main topic and then to present this knowledge to the whole class. This was followed by a class discussion; furthermore, the map of the opinions expressed by the whole class members, in the form of a hierarchical network was constructed on the blackboard by the researcher. At the beginning of each semester PCE were asked about their expectations regarding each course and were explained its outline and the learning approach used.

The organization of the spring semester consisted of two phases. Phase I (approximately six weeks) was devoted to discussions and negotiations regarding the driving question namely: what is effective learning for computer science and engineering concepts?. The goal of this phase was to clarify traditional, constructivist and social views of learning. Here, discussions took place regarding the roles of the teacher as facilitator in the learning process, the learner as an active and central actor in the learning process, problem solving activities as helping learners develop higher cognitive skills, computer tools as cognitive tools, and collaboration among all participants in each specific learning community. The need for the learning of computer science concepts by primary and secondary level education students was also discussed [3]. The discipline of computer science and engineering was also discussed simultaneously as: a theory, a science and engineering, emphasizing the role of solving real problems by teams [4], [13], [16], [19]. The role of finding out the most optimal solutions by taking into account the time, the cost and the efficacy of the products was also discussed [4]. Phase II (approximately six weeks) focused on working in groups to create an environment for the learning of computer science concepts for secondary level education pupils. Each group selected a topic regarding
computer science concepts. Prospective engineers followed a three stage model: designing the learning environment, experimenting within this environment as teachers in the prospective engineers’ class and revising the constructed environment by reflecting on the experience they acquired in the previous stage.

During the design stage PCE were engaged in the construction of three models: firstly, the model of the specific learning subject matter, secondly, the model of learning and thirdly, the model of possible pupils’ actions in order to learn this specific learning subject. To construct the first model, each group of PCE had to clarify which were the essential concepts of the specific learning topic as well as to analyze these concepts in elementary concepts. To realize the second model, they had to make explicit, basic aspects of constructivism and social views of learning in the form of specific teaching-strategies. To form the third model, they had to take into account possible pupils’ behavior regarding the learning of the specific topic.

During the experimenting stage, PCE acted as teachers and received feedback from their students. As these students were also PCE the feedback was essential and constructive. Feedback was also given by the researcher who also participated as a teacher of this class.

The organization of the fall semester consisted also of two phases. Phase I (approximately six weeks) was devoted to discussions and negotiations regarding the driving question: what kind of knowledge is implied in the design of constructivist OPSCE?. The goal of this phase was to clarify basic design principles of traditional, and of constructivist computer learning environments. During this phase PCE were asked to use and to criticise reported examples of constructivist learning environments namely Cabri-Geometry II, the Logo programming language, Interactive Physics, and the C.AR.ME microworld [20]. Here, the design of educational software was discussed as a process of modeling. More specifically, this process was analyzed in sub-processes including the construction of three models: firstly, the model of the specific subject matter to be learned by the pupils, secondly the model of learning, and thirdly the model of pupils’ possible behavior in their learning of the subject matter. Apart from the fact that the construction of these models had already been discussed in the spring semester, here these models were discussed in terms of specifications of computer tools. Moreover, the differentiation of the whole learning context as a result of introducing the computer as a cognitive tool in a typical classroom setting was discussed. More specifically the effect of this tool on the role of: the teacher, the learners, the learning activities, and the collaboration involved was examined. In addition the role of OPSCE in the learning of computer science and engineering concepts was mentioned as highly valuable. Phase II (approximately six weeks) focused on working in groups to create an OPSCE for the learning of computer science concepts by secondary level education pupils. Each group consisted of the same members as in the spring semester and the same topic of the subject matter was assigned. Prospective engineers followed a five stage developed model: a) designing the learning environment, b) implementing it using a specific language, c) evaluating this environment by presenting it in the class of PCE, d) revising the constructed environment by reflecting on the experience they acquired in the previous stage and e) evaluating this environment using real pupils.

During the design stage PCE were engaged in the construction of the three previously mentioned models which were presented then to the class of their colleagues. Receiving feedback from the members of this class as well as the researcher, they had the opportunity to revise these initial models. The phase of evaluation by the prospective engineers’ class was designed to exploit their expertise regarding technical and educational issues as well as the variety of their views regarding the learning subject. During this phase each piece of the implemented educational software was presented and revised about three times as the feedback given by the participants of this class was appreciated as essential and constructive. At the beginning of the evaluation phase with real pupils, the objectives, the possible research questions and the methodology of a qualitative evaluation study were discussed. Next, each prospective engineers’ group selected a secondary school class of real pupils to try out the produced software. The collected data was classified into categories to give a picture of the learning that occurred within the context of each piece of these educational software.
DATA SOURCES AND ANALYSIS

Qualitative methodology [11] was used to illuminate the effect of the previously mentioned constructivism course on the knowledge of prospective computer science engineers’ regarding the design of educational software. More specifically, observations and reflections by the researcher were made during all phases that took place during the two semester course. In addition, unstructured interviews were conducted with all the PCE who participated in this course. During these interviews, questions were addressed to the subjects at the end of this study, such as: what were your main problems during the course, what do you think is the more significant thing that you have learned, what were the main factors that positively affected your work?. The collected data consisted of a) the field notes of the researcher’s observations referring to all phases that took place during the two semester course, b) the audio tapes including the conducted interviews. The data were transcribed, chunked and coded using themes that emerged from them. Patterns from the data were extracted and the relationships among the coded segments were compared and contrasted. Using the research question as a guide, the data were sorted into categories according to their common themes and relationships [6].

RESULTS

The most important data findings are summarized as following:

Prospective engineers’ previous knowledge about teaching and learning. Here, PCE emphasized the role of quality presentation of content by the teacher as well as the role of assessing pupils through exercises or drill and practice activities.

The role of appropriate examples and questions in understanding constructivist and social views of learning. Despite the fact that university teaching usually emphasizes lectures or presentations of the subject matter, PCE found this tedious and meaningless as regards the theories of teaching and learning. They expressed the need for specific teaching examples so they could understand the differences between traditional and constructivist learning. What was needed was a vital constructivist teaching example. Unfortunately, my first teaching attempt was to engage these learners in theoretical discussions and negotiations regarding constructivism and traditional theories of learning. As, I felt that the atmosphere of the class was static and boring as well as the fact that the learners became tired and non interested, I changed my teacher –telling/asking- approach. Therefore, I decided to teach constructivism by putting its implications immediately into my own teaching practice. As a result, PCE were put in groups and were asked to cooperate to answer essential questions regarding teaching and learning as well as to give appropriate examples. Next, they were called on to present their work in front of their class and to negotiate their knowledge with the knowledge of their colleagues. I tried to facilitate this negotiation by asking questions as well as by expressing my own knowledge.

The development of prospective engineers’ conceptions about teaching and learning. During the first semester five projects were assigned focusing on the following topics: a) multimedia b) bubble sorting algorithm c) basic algorithmic structures, d) files and peripheral storage devices e) I/O devices. To realize these projects, PCE engineers worked in groups of three. Each group designed a learning environment regarding the topics above and tried it out on their colleagues in the prospective engineers’ classroom. Their first teaching attempts emphasized a) the presentation of the content of the subject matter, b) the construction of a question set to explore pupils’ previous knowledge, c) school book-like activities, d) individualistic communication, e) the assessment of the pupils by using questionnaires. Throughout this stage, the intervention of the researcher helped PCE to locate the weak points of their teaching experiments. Apart from the weaknesses of these first teaching experiments, PCE stated that ‘despite the fact that it is difficult to put basic aspects of constructivism into a real teaching practice we accepted these aspects as correct, but we need more experience and constructive feedback’. Therefore, more time was needed to put these engineers into an iteration cycle of teaching and receiving feedback in order to put basic aspects of constructivism into real practice.
Motivation. Prospective engineers’ were strongly engaged in the design, implementation and evaluation of the educational software that they were responsible for constructing. Three main factors motivated them: a) the reflection on their own learning experience and the recognition of the promises of constructivist and social views of learning. As they claimed: ‘we reflected on our own previous experience as learners and realized that all of our teachers viewed us as empty vessels never asking or exploiting our own opinions’, ‘we felt a vindication of our complaints regarding our past learning experience’, ‘we changed our views about teaching and learning’, b) the challenge to put into practice their newly acquired considerations of learning: ‘because our opinions about learning and teaching were transformed from traditional to those of a more constructivist nature, we would like to attempt to experience these new considerations in the design of learning tools and to try out these tools with real pupils to see the results’, ‘we saw that there are alternative working ways to teaching and learning’, c) to be competitive in their class: ‘I would like to be satisfactory in front of a class of my own colleagues’, ‘I would like to obtain a very good grade for this course’, d) to be appreciated by the scientific community: ‘my aim is to construct educational software that could be presented in a conference’.

Prospective engineers’ as users of educational software. Here, as well, specific pieces of educational software (Cabri-Geometry II, the Logo programming language, Interactive Physics and the C.AR.ME microworld) were demonstrated in front of the prospective engineers’ class. Then, they were called on to use these software and to make comments. These comments mainly emphasized the technical knowledge needed for the implementation of these software characterizing it as an ‘easy’ or ‘soft’ task. Questions such as ‘which are the possible basic design principles implied in these software?’ and ‘what can pupils learn by interacting in these software environments?’ were opaque for these engineers and difficult to address.

Prospective engineers’ as designers of educational software. During the fall semester PCE had the task of extending the learning environments that they designed in the spring semester in the form of educational software. Their first design attempts emphasized the role of: a) Questions to investigate pupils’ previous knowledge regarding the learning subject, b) quality presentation of contents using hypermedia or multimedia, c) drill and practice learning activities and d) pupils’ assessment and/or self-assessment using interactive quizzes and/or multiple-choice questions. Some opinions also implied that educational software can entirely substitute the teacher by integrating specifically designed artificial intelligent parts. Despite the fact that careful design of the ‘user model’ and obedience to the users’ needs are fundamental principles of typical software design, here, these principles were totally ignored. As these engineers stated: ‘we have a good knowledge of the learning subject and pupils have the task to learn it’. Moreover, the implied ‘learning model’ ignored the confrontation with pupils’ inter- and intra-individual differences as well as the need for active and constructive participation of pupils in their learning. In this stage interventions by the researcher were realized. These interventions emphasized: a) the role of computer tools in constructing multiple representations to give pupils the chance to express their learning differences, b) the role of an interactive environment providing a set of appropriate tools to stimulate pupils in actively constructing their knowledge and c) the role of appropriate tools to provide pupils with the opportunity of solving essential real-life problems. Interventions were also performed by the other members of this class offering ideas regarding a variety of topics such as: the learning activities, new representations of the subject matter, ways that can help pupils be in cognitive conflict and correct their mistakes. By taking into account all these interventions mentioned above, prospective engineers’ tried to create new versions of their piece of software. Then, they rejoined this class to demonstrate these new versions of software and to receive feedback. This process was repeated about three times resulting in the final version of each piece of software.

Team work. Prospective computer engineers stressed the advantages of working in a group. They stated that team work helped them to a) make the work of the project easier by splitting and sharing among their colleagues the associated responsibilities b) in constructing richer design ideas c) to learn from the knowledge of others d) to perform the specific job that they individually preferred by sharing the entire project-work according to the strengths and preferences of each member of the group. When they
worked as a group in the same room they used a brainstorming approach to express their ideas, then they tried to interpret these ideas into software specifications, next they coded the appropriate program and finally, they reflected and tried to correct and to enrich their initial design ideas. Friendship among the members of each team also played an essential role in shaping smooth cooperation.

**Whole class discussions.** All members of the prospective computer engineers’ class emphasized the role of presenting their pieces of educational software in front of the class of their colleagues including the researcher. As PCE stated ‘we helped to clarify the design of our work while we were preparing to present and defend it in front of the class of our colleagues’. Typical questions posed by the researcher included: ‘how does this educational software meet the basic aspects of constructivism?’ ‘what can pupils learn by interacting with this software?’ ‘how can a pupil construct his/her knowledge in this environment?’. These questions helped these engineers to reflect on their work and to transform their pieces of software to emphasize the active characteristic of learning. Moreover, all prospective computer engineers agreed that the given feedback was constructive, as many new design ideas and corrections were proposed by their colleagues.

**Prospective computer engineers’ as evaluators of educational software.** Prospective engineers tried to evaluate pilotically with real pupils the pieces of software they constructed. They used qualitative methodology, observing what pupils can learn by interacting in these software environments, and collected the appropriate data. Then, they classified these data into categories describing pupils’ learning. They also recorded pupils’ difficulties regarding the specific operations of the software and recognized the differences between their own and the pupils’ knowledge. They were also surprised at pupils’ inter-individual learning differences. As they stated ‘the design of educational software radically differs from the design of a typical system of software because the process of construction of the user model is different. In the case of educational software it is difficult to describe the needs of the users as they can develop different and unforeseen learning behaviors. Research with real pupils is needed to describe their learning needs more accurately’.

**Acquiring technical skills.** Prospective engineers were helped to acquire specific technical skills by participating in this experiment. They studied and put into practice authoring tools and programming languages such as Delphi, ToolBook, and Flash to implement the OPSCE problem-solving environments they designed. The knowledge of these software packages is also very useful for the career of a computer engineer in industry.


**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

Prospective computer engineers participated in a specifically designed constructivist learning environment from the position of designer of OPSCE. In this environment learning was stressed through a) project-based work b) collaboration c) the expression of the learner’s previous knowledge d)
decision making e) presentation f) experimentation g) feedback and h) reflection. Prospective computer engineers’ previous knowledge about teaching and learning as well as about the design of computer learning environments emphasized traditional behavioristic views. Prospective engineers relied on their expertise about the learning subject as well as about the typical software design. Moreover, they viewed the cognitive gap between their knowledge and the knowledge of learners as a gap that had to be exclusively filled by the learners’ attempts. Prospective engineers started to shift from this authoritarian position by having the opportunity to participate actively as learners in the constructivist environment that is presented in this study. By having a real-world example of constructivist learning they reflected on their own past learning experience and simultaneously compared this experience with the experience they acquired as learners within this constructivist environment. By participating as learners in this environment they expressed their previous knowledge and realized that the learners’ knowledge should not to be ignored. They also acknowledged the role of collaboration in small groups in order to perform actively meaningful activities. As these activities involved the design of learning environments that they then tried out in front of the class of their colleagues, they recognized the role of presentation and of receiving feedback from a group of experts. Here they also experienced the role of engaging in real teaching as opposed to being engaged in theoretical discussions and negotiations. Through this design and teaching experiment, prospective computer engineers accepted that constructivism is a viable learning and teaching perspective. Their efforts to be successful as constructivist designers of learning environments and as teachers, led them to acquire some confidence in this role. However, more time was needed to move from the role of ‘learning to teach’ to developing a constructivist teaching expertise. Even though prospective engineers felt comfortable in the role of the active learner they had difficulties as teachers in putting their learners in an active role too. They also had difficulties in focusing on the essential aspects of the learning subject and in designing meaningful activities for their learners as well as in firmly moving from the teacher-telling approach to one of a more constructivist nature.

Despite the fact that these prospective engineers had already been taught specific knowledge about Human computer interaction as well as about typical software design, they couldn’t transfer this knowledge to the design of the educational software that was assigned to them. They used a trial and error approach and through discussions and reflections they realized that learning is strongly dependent on the situation within which it occurs. Moreover, as regards specifications of computer tools, they couldn’t interpret the models they had constructed in the previous semester, namely: the model of subject matter, the model of learning as well as the learner model. The behavior of these PCE was modified as their roles changed. In particular, when these PCE acted as learner-users of a complete piece of educational software they focused on its technical characteristics and regarded its design as an ‘easy’ or ‘soft’ task. When they acted as designers in specifications of computer tools they experienced difficulties in interpreting the theoretical aspects of constructivism and of social views of learning. As designers they also faced difficulties in focusing on the fundamental aspects of the learning subject and in constructing meaningful learning activities as well as in designing appropriate tools to support learners in performing them. From the designer’s position PCE were also careless about the possible behavior of the learners acting within the context of a specific educational software. Group collaboration and constructive feedback from the entire class of their colleagues including the teacher helped these engineers to face these difficulties and to transform the pieces of software they had produced. Finally, when PCE acted as evaluators of the educational software with real pupils they acknowledged the difficulties mentioned above. From this experience PCE saw the need to design specific tools that a) support the performance of meaningful activities regarding the essential aspects of the learning subject b) support learners in expressing their individual learning differences. To do this they realized that they have to move from their own to the learners’ position by performing specific research to investigate the learners individual learning behavior.

CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrates that the knowledge of prospective computer engineers regarding learning and teaching as well as regarding the design of OPSCE was transformed through their participation in a
specifically designed constructivist learning environment. This knowledge was modified through experiencing different roles such as: learner and teacher as well as user, designer and evaluator of educational software. By examining their previous knowledge, which implied traditional behavioristic views of learning, they moved gradually to more constructivist considerations. By relying on their expertise as computer engineers they initially viewed the teaching of computer science concepts as well as the design of computer learning environments as ‘easy’ tasks. When they acted as learner-users of educational software they were unable to find its design principles. By putting them in a designers position they were faced with the problem of how to interpret constructivist and social views of knowledge in specifications of computer tools. Despite the fact that typical software design principles put emphasis on the fulfillment of the users’ needs, in this case of educational software design these principles were violated. Collaboration between the members of each group as well as constructive feedback from the class of their colleagues including the teacher helped them to improve their design. Moreover, evaluation of this software with real pupils gave them a clearer picture of its learning effectiveness.
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